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City to increase sales, hotel tax to tackle budget
SETH RICHARDSON
Daily Egyptian
Tourists and locals alike will see a tax
increase as part of a plan to remedy the
city’s nearly $1 million budget deficit.
The Carbondale City Council
voted to raise both the sales tax and
hotel/motel tax as part of its plan
to balance the budget.

The sales tax is set to increase by
0.25 percent and passed with a vote of
5-2 with Councilman Lance Jack and
Councilwoman Corene McDaniel
voting nay. The increase takes effect
July 1 and has a sunset clause, or
expiration date, of April 30, 2017.
City Manager Kevin Baity said
the increase in revenue should
yield around $1 million per year.

However because of the late
implementation date, it will only
yield $867,000 for FY 2015.
The hotel/motel tax will
increase by 1 percent and passed
unanimously. It takes effect May
1 and is expected to raise an
additional $75,000 annually.
However, the projection still falls
short of the $977,000 deficit the

city faces. The Council decided to
leave several positions open to curb
further expenditures, including
one police officer, assistant to the
city manager and neighborhood
inspector coordinator.
With the tax increases and the
spending cuts, Baity said he projects a
small surplus of more than $40,000.
The Council said the fix is only

temporary and the same problems
could soon arise. Jack said he could
foresee the Council becoming
complacent with the increases and
tried to amend the sales tax sunset
clause to 2016 but it failed by a vote of
2-5 with only Jack and Councilwoman
Jessica Bradshaw voting aye.
Please see COUNCIL · 2

Red Bus Project rolls to Newman Center
KIA SMITH
Daily Egyptian

MATT DARAY · DAILY EGYPTIAN

Lance Willbridge, a member of the Red Bus Project, sits down in between helping people find thrift clothing inside and
outside of the bus Tuesday in front of the Newman Catholic Student Center. The Red Bus Project is a bus turned mobile thrift
store that goes from college to college across the country to raise awareness about the needs of orphans as well as raising
money for orphan care. According to their website, the project has raised almost $50,000 since it was created in 2012.

A thrift shop on wheels provides individuals a chance
to donate to a great cause while shopping on a bright red
double-decker bus.
The Red Bus Project arrived at the Newman Catholic
Student Center on Tuesday morning, providing residents,
students and faculty an opportunity to buy and donate
clothing, shoes and accessories. The organization was
created to spread awareness about the needs of orphans
around the world and raises more than $45,000 annually.
The project experienced a minor hurdle when the bus
was not allowed to park on campus. Tim Taylor, director
of the Newman Center, said it was not allowed because of
limited space.
“One of our members brought the idea to one of our
monthly meetings, and we went from there to arrange for
them to come,” he said. “We asked if there would be any
spots on campus so the bus can be centrally located, and
we were told that there just wasn’t space, due to policy.”
Taylor said despite location issues, the employees and
interns prevailed at the Newman Center. Using social
media and interns, word about the Red Bus Project
circulated around campus with posters, fliers and signs
informing people where to go, he said.
Kyndell Dempsey, an employee with the Red Bus
Project, said the location was not much of an issue.
“Luckily, the bus does draw attention, but we were also
allowed to send people to campus with iPads to explain
who we are and where to go if they are interested,” she said.

Please see BUS · 3

Professors work to restore Canadian peatlands
LUKE NOZICKA
Daily Egyptian
Oil companies have altered ecosystems
for years. But companies are now
investing in research to restore the areas
they mine, and two SIU plant biology
professors are head researchers in a project
to repair the damage.
Professor Emeritus Dale Vitt and
professor Stephen Ebbs have a fouryear, $1.2 million grant from Syncrude
Canada Ltd. to restore the oil sands in
northern Alberta, Canada, where the
company mines. Vitt and Ebbs received
the grant in the summer of 2012.

Changes to USG
constitution proposed
Pg 2

Vitt is the principle investigator of
the project with Ebbs as his co-principle
investigator. Ebbs said he and Vitt are
the supervisors, or “idea guys,” and
will station the team of researchers,
including students, at the oiling site
from May until September.
Syncrude, along with nearly eight
other companies, remove sand and
peatland, or wetland, with various
waterlogged organic material known as
peat, to acquire petroleum needed for oil.
Vitt said once the oil is obtained,
companies dump the sand back into the
giant holes and bulldoze the peat back
over. He said the oil is at least 100 meters

below the surface and once mined, all
vegetation in the area is gone.
By removing this peat, or partially
decomposed organic materials, it is
allowed to fully decompose, releasing
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere
and contributing to global warming,
Ebbs said.
He said it’s an issue because aside from
the ocean, peatlands are the only sponges
in the world that absorb carbon dioxide.
He said once bulldozed, peat becomes
fully decomposed and sponges are no
longer absorbent.
“They’re clearing off the sponges to get
to the oil, so they’re actually doubling the

Graduate student
displays work
Pg 6

problem,” Ebbs said.
Vitt said an in-pit about 200 meters
deep is left after the oil sands are mined.
He said about one-third of the terrestrial
carbon pool is in these peatlands.
“If you removed all of the carbon from
northern peatlands by some disturbance
and it went into the atmosphere, you
would double the carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere, which would be a disaster,”
he said.
The process of retrieving the oil from
the sand requires sodium hydroxide,
which once put back into the ground, is
bad for the plants, Vitt said.
Jeremy Hartsock, a lab technician on

the project who has worked for Vitt for
five years, said the area looks like a vast,
empty beach once the mining is done.
“The research question is, ‘how do
you reclaim the big white pit with lots of
sodium back to something that was there
before they started?’” Vitt said.
Hartsock said the research team,
consisting of four undergraduate
assistants, two graduate students and two
technicians, rebuilds the entire landscape.
They study the salinity, water balance and
many other factors to decide which plants
should be used for restoration.

Mens basketball
post-season celebration
Pg 12

Please see SAND · 3
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USG to undergo constitutional changes
LUKE NOZICKA
Daily Egyptian
Changes in the Undergraduate
Student Government constitution have
been proposed in a new document
written by the International Affairs
Committee. Changes included a name
change, distinctive district representation
and more senator expectations.
IAC met Tuesday evening in Morris
Library Room 510B to discuss changes
made in the new constitution.
USG will be renamed as the Student
Government Association, and will be
referred to as SGA. USG President
Adrian Miller proposed the name change
at its first constitutional convention
meeting this year.
Sen. Christopher Wheetley said
the biggest change is redistricting
representation.
USG has 42 seats, and the new
constitution would include 50.

COUNCIL
CONTINUED FROM

“45 of those seats would be divided
up into the eight academic colleges
based on the enrollment numbers of
those colleges from the previous year,”
Wheetley said.
IAC will use the SIU Fact Book,
released in April each year, to decide how
representation would be divided for the
next academic year.
The other five seats would be at
large and will not open until the fall
semester. Seats are currently petitioned
for in the spring. The five would not
represent a specific college, yet different
characteristics of students within the
university. Race and disability were two
examples used at the meeting.
The current constitution states
representation is divided into colleges,
undeclared majors, the College of
Nursing and on campus living areas.
“From conversation with people
that were here when the document was
originally created, is that it was divided

1

Acting Mayor Don Monty said he understood the
reservations about raising taxes. He drew a parallel to
the problems state is having and said cutting waste
and fraud is simply a political answer.
“As I’ve heard discussion around the tax issues
locally, there’s the same perception that somehow
in the government you can miraculously find waste
and fraud that will solve those problems,” he said.
“But I can tell you from my time working with the
budget, and we’re all in the middle of going through
the budget next year, anyone who can find waste and
fraud in that budget, please stand up and show us

up that year by enrollment numbers by
people in those areas and it hasn’t been
updated since,” Wheetley said. “So it’s
rather out of date.”
Wheetley
said
dividing
constituents into individual colleges
would narrow each student into
one constituency, creating equal
representation across the university.
This would eliminate Greek life
seats, on-campus housing seats and
College of Nursing seats. While the
university has a nursing program
through SIU-Edwardsville, there is no
college on the Carbondale campus.
Wheetley said terminating the oncampus housing seat would be a hot
topic at the next USG meeting April
1. He said the new constitution does
not allow on-campus students to be
represented twice, along with their
distinct college representation.
Off-campus students do not have
separate living representation through the

where it is.”
No one stood up.
“I think part of the problem is that everybody
defines waste as a program that they don’t use, and
therefore it doesn’t need to be in the budget,” he said.
“Of course everybody in the public uses a variety of
programs. We don’t use them all.”
Monty said if everybody only paid for the
programs they used, there would be no consensus,
and no solution.
Bradshaw said she hopes the city considers
alternative revenue sources in the future, such as
increasing fees. Councilwoman Jane Adams agreed
and said she wanted to explore taxes such as a
packaged liquor tax, food and beverage tax, plastic

current constitution. If senators cannot
support the single representation through
a student’s college, USG may explore
the alternative to have an off-campus
representative, Wheetley said.
“It’s just so everybody has one vote,”
Sen. Steve Smith said. “It’s kind of unfair
to (off-campus students.)”
Sen. Kane Hudson said housing is a
vital part of the university, and the seat
should not be eliminated.
“We need to be aware that certain
interest might be different from the major
from the actually housing,” Hudson said.
Sen. Daniel Schmidt said the senate
should negotiate to find a middle ground.
He said the senate should assign three of
the five at large seats to housing; one for
East campus, one for West campus and
one for off-campus.
Smith said this would still be unfair
representation, as East campus has more
than three times the number of people as
West campus, and more than half of the

bottle tax and amusement tax.
Despite the seemingly dire news, the budget was
hailed for at least one reason. The city was awarded
with the Government Finance Officers Association
Award for distinguished budget presentation for
having an easily accessible and readable budget report
for the public.
The Council also approved tax increment
financing for Carbondale Flats LLC. Carbondale
Flats intends to develop the space at 710 S. Illinois St.
currently occupied by 710 Bookstore into a mixeduse retail and residential complex.
It is set to be five stories tall with the ground
level reserved for retail space. Executive
Director of Carbondale Main Street Meghan

student population lives off-campus.
Another change concerns academic
standing with senators. The current USG
constitution states executive positions
require a 2.5 GPA, but specifies no
academic standard for senators. The new
constitution states all USG members
must have “good standing,” academically
with the university.
Smith said senators who fail to
remain in academic good standing
could be impeached.
Under the new constitution,
senators may miss one meeting, and
may miss two if a proxy fills in. If these
expectations are not fulfilled, senators
will be up for impeachment.
USG will discuss amendment changes
at the next USG meeting April 1.
Luke Nozicka can be reached at
lnozicka@dailyegyptian.com,
on Twitter at @LukeNozicka,
or 536-3311 ext. 268.

Cole said she expects the development to
benefit the local economy.
“I think it is an economic generator, not just a
physical development but an economic development
we are truly lucky to have on the table,” she said. “And
I truly think that it will help surrounding businesses
and the business district in general.”
Monty said he was happy to finally see significant
development in the downtown area after such an
extended period of discussion.
“It has been talked for a long time that we need to
do something about downtown,” he said. “And this
represents the first new development project of any
consequence in downtown that I can ever remember
since I came to Carbondale in 1968.”
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Clean Water Mission asks for shoes, bags
ELIZABETH ZINCHUK
Daily Egyptian
An
international
charitable
organization is hoping SIU might help
with the underprivileged in Kenya.
The Clean Water Mission is a
nonprofit organization and collects
used shoes and purses to sell to
shipping companies for reuse by
Kenyans. The fundraiser begins Friday
and runs until April 26.
Posters and collection boxes will

BUS
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be placed in the Student Center and
various locations on campus for anyone
wishing to donate.
Funds collected from the sale of the
shoes and purses will be used to build
water wells in Kenya for access to clean,
safe water.
Clean Water Mission’s goal is to bring
clean water to third-world countries.
Vic Hamer, a spokesperson for the
organization, said students interested in
sustainability, culture, water resources,
ecology and environmental issues

1

Dempsey said the organization incorporates
social media to spread awareness about the bus to
college campuses.
“On Twitter, we use a hashtag called “#Every18Seconds”
because statistics show that every 18 seconds, another
child becomes an orphan,” she said. “On the campuses
we visit, we have a timer to demonstrate this. So if we are
on a campus for six hours, about 1,200 are orphaned.”
Dempsey said many believe orphan care is a problem
for adults or families, however, the Red Bus Project aims to
dismantle that myth.
“College students can do something,” she said.
“Whether it’s bringing clothes in to us, or volunteering at a
local foster care, you can mobilize to do something to make
a difference.”
The bus is separated into two levels, with the items for
sale separated by gender on each level. The downstairs is
for females, and the upstairs is for males. Patrons can also
browse the dollar bins, and pay for items using cash, credit
or debit in a tent nearby.
Joy Jones, a junior from Elgin studying architecture said
she was excited to partake in the Red Bus Project experience.

should consider participating.
Hamer, who visited some of the
villages Clean Water Mission has
aided, said he targeted the SIU campus
because of their heightened awareness
regarding world issues.
“In my experience, a lot of times
college students are very aware in
what is going on in the world and
they are trying to be active in some of
these events,” he said. “They are also
aware third-world countries are not as
fortunate as we are in the United States,

“This project was so great!” she said. “I feel great that I
participated in such a great cause and can’t wait until the bus
comes back again.”
Dempsey said the Red Bus Project is a student department
of Show Hope, an organization that gives grants to families
who want to adopt children.
“On the bus, we have pictures of families that have
adopted children with the help of Show Hope, so we are
raising awareness for that as well,” she said.
The Red Bus Project originated in Franklin, Tenn. and
travels two times a year for six weeks to various college
campuses across the U.S. This is their fourth year touring.
This is the first year the project visited SIU. Dempsey said
students who missed the opportunity to donate Tuesday
could still help.
“If students who missed the bus want to get
involved with donating, we leave clothes bins on
campuses for them to drop off their clothes, shoes
and accessories,” Dempsey said.
For more information on the Red Bus Project, visit their
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram pages @redbusproject.
Kia Smith can be reached at
ksmith@dailyegyptian.com

and a lot of these people in third-world
countries don’t have shoes or access to
clean water.”
Hamer said students could give away
their old shoes and bags they would
otherwise throw away.
“When you think about how many
blessings you have, if you have a worn
pair of shoes that would end up filling
up some landfill somewhere, when
thrown away, wouldn’t you rather give
a pair of shoes to someone who doesn’t
have any?” he said.

SAND
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Ebbs said this is a new way to save the
land, which helped them receive the grant.
“No one has ever – to my knowledge –
actually recreated this peat sponge of carbon
dioxide starting from scratch,” he said.
“We’re trying to basically mimic nature and
start the whole process over again.”
Ebbs said the peat has been there for
5,000 to 20,000 years. He said it will take
just as long for the peat to pile up into
its original state once researchers create a
balance that allows a self-sustaining process
for these plants.
He said the oil companies could
legally plant grass or invasive plants in the
destroyed area, as opposed to native species.
“If you were strip-mining in southern
Illinois and you removed a forest, let’s not
replace it with a prairie – let’s put a forest
back. That’s the kind of analogy we’re
talking about,” Ebbs said.
He said he is glad the companies do

By participating in the fundraiser,
Hamer said students will have the
ability to make life a little easier for
those who are not as fortunate as those
who live in a developed country.
For more information about Clean
Water Mission or the fundraiser, contact
Vic Hamer at vichamer@gmail.com.
Elizabeth can be reached at
ezinchuk@dailyegyptian.com,
on twitter at @ElizabethZ_DE,
or at 536-3311 ext. 256.

not take this approach and are taking a
responsible route to restore the area.
“They could just say, ‘The law just
says we have to put green stuff down,’”
Ebbs said. “They’re saying, ‘We’re part
of the problem, but we’re also a part of
the solution.’”
Syncrude hired other researchers to
examine the forests, animals and insects
aside from Vitt and Ebbs, who are the
project’s wetland plants researchers.
Vitt has another grant worth $5 million
for oil sand research. Ebbs said he and Vitt
plan to propose another grant in two years
when the current one expires.
“At the end of the day, what you’re
looking for is this reclaimed wetland that
we are building. Is it functioning like a
normal system?” Hartsock said.
Vitt said about 20 percent of United
States gas comes from Alberta oil sands gas.
“When you fill your car up here in
Carbondale, you are probably using Alberta
oil sands gas,” he said.

HIRAM H. LESAR

DIS T IN GUIS H E D L E C T U R E

The Supreme Court and Civil Rights on the
60th Anniversary of Brown v. Board of Education and
the 50th Anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

ERWIN CHEMERINSKY

Founding Dean & Distinguished Professor of Law,
University of California, Irvine School of Law
Erwin Chemerinsky is one of the nation’s top
experts in constitutional law, federal practice,
civil rights and civil liberties, and appellate
litigation. He frequently argues appellate cases,
including matters before the U.S. Supreme Court, and regularly serves
as a commentator on legal issues for national media.
He is the author of eight books and over 200 law review articles.

Thursday, March 27
5 p.m.
Lesar Law Building Auditorium
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Bungling mars health care deadline
SANDRA CHEREB
Associated Press
As supporters of the federal health care
reforms push for final signups, a handful of
states are trying to press the reset button.
They have botched their handling of the
process so badly they already are looking
beyond Monday’s enrollment deadline to the

next enrollment period starting in the fall.
Many states and the federal government
experienced technical problems with the
enrollment websites, but implementation of the
federal Affordable Care Act has been a relative
disaster in Maryland, Massachusetts, Nevada,
Oregon and Vermont.
Rather than focusing on meeting enrollment

targets, officials in those states find themselves
consumed with replacing top officials,
cancelling contracts with software companies,
dealing with state or federal investigations and
spending tens of millions of dollars on fixes
and new contractors. The core of the problem
has been the difficulty in building an online
health insurance marketplace that syncs up with

myriad state and federal databases.
Early projections for those five states were to
sign up a combined 800,000 Americans for private
health insurance coverage by March 31, 11 percent
of the Obama administration’s original target for
national enrollment. Yet with just days to go before
the six-month enrollment period ends, achieving 25
percent of that target would be considered a success.

Officials: More Washington mudslide victims found
MANUEL VALDES
Associated Press
A scientist working for the
government warned 15 years ago
about the potential for a catastrophic
landslide in the community where
the collapse of a rain-soaked hillside
over the weekend killed at least 14
people and left scores missing.
Searchers found more bodies
Tuesday as they slogged through
muck and rain, but the number
of victims in addition to the 14
already found is not confirmed,
Snohomish County Sheriff’s Office
spokeswoman Shari Ireton said.
With the grim developments
came word of the 1999 report by
geomorphologist Daniel Miller,
raising questions about why residents
were allowed to build homes on the

hill and whether officials had taken
proper precautions.
“I
knew
it
would
fail
catastrophically in a large-magnitude
event, though not when it would
happen,” said Miller, who was hired
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
to do the study. “I was not surprised.”
Snohomish County officials and
authorities in the devastated rural
community of Oso said they were
not aware of the study.
But John Pennington, director of
the county Emergency Department,
said local authorities were vigilant
about warning the public of landslide
dangers, and homeowners “were very
aware of the slide potential.”
The area has long been known as
the “Hazel Landslide” because of
landslides over the past half-century.
The last major one before Saturday’s

disaster was in 2006.
“We’ve done everything we could
to protect them,” Pennington said.
Patricia Graesser, a spokeswoman
for the Army Corps of Engineers
in Seattle, said it appears that the
report was intended not as a risk
assessment, but as a feasibility study
for ecosystem restoration.
Asked whether the agency
should have done anything with the
information, she said: “We don’t have
jurisdiction to do anything. We don’t
do zoning. That’s a local responsibility.”
The Seattle Times first reported on
Miller’s analysis.
No landslide warnings for the
area were issued immediately before
the disaster, which came after weeks
of heavy rain. The rushing wall of
quicksand-like mud, trees and other
debris flattened about two dozen homes

and critically injured several people.
“One of the things this tragedy
should teach us is the need to get better
information about geologic hazards
out to the general public,” said David
Montgomery, a geomorphologist
and professor with the University of
Washington in Seattle. “Where are
the potentially unstable slopes? How
big a risk do they pose? And what
should be done to let homeowners
know about that?”
Meanwhile, searchers continued
to pick through the debris, warning
they were likely to find more bodies.
Authorities were working off a list
of 176 people unaccounted for,
though some names were believed
to be duplicates.
The threat of flash floods or another
landslide loomed over the rescuers.
A volunteer was injured Tuesday

when he was struck by debris
blown by a helicopter’s rotor. The
man was transported to a hospital
for evaluation, but the injuries
appear minor, Snohomish County
Sheriff’s spokeswoman Shari Ireton
said in a statement.
Near the southern perimeter of
the slide, volunteers from a logging
crew gathered to help move debris
with chainsaws, excavators and other
heavy equipment.
Gene Karger said he could see
six orange flags in the debris field,
marking bodies they would be pulling
out. Karger, a logger most of his
life, said it was the first time he was
involved in this kind of rescue work.
“You see parts of their bodies
sticking out of the mud. It’s real hard.
It’s that bad,” Karger said. “There are
people out there we know.”
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14 Inch
Take & Bake
Pizza

Choose from
cheese, sausage,
pepperoni or
supreme.

GET THESE
2 ITEMS

FREE

Dole Premium
Classic
Iceberg Salad
12 oz. bag

Pepsi

2 liter bottle–
All varieties
While supplies last

®
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1

48

TopCare
Ibuprofen

100 ct. pkg.–
Tablets or capsules

1

98

Nabisco Oreos
Limit 2 per order–
14.3-15.35 oz. pkg.–
Regular or Double Stuf

79¢

Banquet
Dinners

Limit 6 per order–
5-10.1 oz. pkg.–
All varieties

99¢
Old Orchard
100% Apple Juice

Limit 4 per order–64 oz. bottle–
All varieties including Healthy Balance,
Kids and apple juice blends.

PRICES GOOD THRU APRIL 1, 2013
in our Carbondale, IL store only

Some items not available in some stores. We reserve the right to limit quantities.
For all Buy One Get One Free offers there is a limit of 2 free items with the purchase of 2. ©2013 Schnucks

SCHNUCKS.COM

DOUBLE
COUPONS

Double coupons apply to manufacturer
coupons valued at 50¢ or less.
For more details, check in store.
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Our Word is the consensus of the Daily Egyptian Editorial Board on local,
national and global issues affecting the Southern Illinois University community.
Viewpoints expressed in columns and letters to the editor do not necessarily reflect
those of the Daily Egyptian.

The Daily Egyptian is a “designated public
forum.” Student editors have the authority to
make all content decisions without censorship
or advance approval. We reserve the right not to
publish any letter or guest column.

Staff Column

NBA age requirement nothing but cash
TYLER DAVIS
Daily Egyptian
How rare is it someone
wanting to work and earn
a paycheck is denied that
opportunity? In what field is it
okay for an 18 or 19-year-old to
be barred from their natural duty
of employment?
Just one field, professional
athletics, puts restrictions on
legal adults’ ability to work.
The NBA has been scrutinized
lately for discussing a rule change
requiring potential players to be
two years removed from high
school before getting a shot to
play in the league. The current
rule is players must be one year
removed from high school.
New NBA commissioner
Adam Silver stated in multiple
interviews that he hopes to
push the minimum age of the
league from 19 to 20 in an effort
to create “more polished and
professional talent.”
While it is hard to argue
against more education, it is
fundamentally wrong to disallow
people from working when they
are willing and able. A college
education is important in today’s
society, but these young men are
legal adults. They have the right
to choose what is best for them
-selves and their families.
Silver criticized the “one-anddone” players who run rampant
in college basketball. “One-

and-done” is a term that refers
to college players who enter
the NBA draft after completing
their freshman year of college.
The number of freshmen taken
in the first round of the NBA
draft, which used to be a rarity, is
an all-time highs. There were six
freshmen in 2010, five in 2011,
seven in 2012 and five in 2013.
“We believe the additional
year of maturity would be
meaningful,” Silver said in a
February interview with USA
Today. “Talking to a lot of my
college coaching friends and
college (athletic director) friends,
their view is (that) one-and-done
is a disaster.”
Those who favor the increase
in the minimum age hope to
create an NBA with better
professionalism and what they
feel is a better product on and
off the court. Silver and other
big basketball names, such as
Syracuse University head coach
Jim Boeheim, said the age
change would only help players
in the long-term.
If the league were to impose
the second increase in less than
10 years, players would have
multiple options to choose
from. The players could go
to college for two years, go
overseas and play in foreign
professional leagues, take a
year off or try out for the NBA
Development League. Silver
and his cohorts would hope

players would choose to stay
in college. However, some
successful NBA players such as
Detroit Pistons guard Brandon
Jennings
have
bypassed
campus life for paychecks from
European teams.
While another year of higher
education does not sound like
a bad thing, it is the principle
of the message that bothers me.
Taking away a man’s right to
work sounds asinine no matter
the circumstances. Especially
when players claim they need the
money, as St. John University’s
Sophomore Jakarr Sampson said,
according to NBC reports.
College is an expensive journey
and scholarships certainly help.
Many players who make it to the
NBA receive scholarships, but
why should people be required
to spend money when they
can make money? Do we want
our players going overseas and
learning a different style of game
by themselves? We’re worried
about wealthy 19 year olds in
our country, but imagine the
trouble a young person could
get into with boatloads of money
in a foreign country.
Besides, the argument the
NCAA creates better players is
yet to be proven. The number of
busts who stay in college is just
as high as it is for high school
stars. In fact, some of the best
players of the last 20 years have
come straight out of high school

and turned out to be some of
the league’s more mature players
(Kobe Bryant, Kevin Garnett,
Al Jefferson).
I will admit the one-anddone concept is frustrating.
This year’s edition of March
Madness has been particularly
competitive, so to see the
nation’s best players bolt for the
NBA is a little disheartening.
However, when it becomes
apparent the only ones who
do not benefit financially from
extra time as a student are the
studentathletes themselves, all
sentimental feelings towards
the NCAA are lost.
Of course the NCAA, who
works closely with the NBA on
this matter, favors a high draft
limit. What do they have to lose?
More players sticking around
means more billions for them.
If the NBA chooses to
make players wait to get paid,
they should figure out a way
to compensate these players
for doing what the league
demands. We all know the
NCAA and NBA don’t want to
give college kids paychecks. So
what’s the solution?
It’s quite simple, actually. If
the men are good enough to
play, let them play.
Tyler Davis can be reached at
tdavis@dailyegyptian.com, on
Twitter at TDavis_DE, or at
539-3311 ext. 269.
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Graduate student’s tr
JAKE SAUNDERS
Daily Egyptian
Art inspiration can strike anywhere
— even on a commute.
Art inspired the spark behind
“Transitions,” an art thesis project from
Krista Rose Frohling, a graduate student
in mass communication and media
arts from St. Louis. The art is derived
from her drive between St. Louis and
SIU while she was pregnant. The show
is now on display at the University
Museum in Faner Hall.
“My thesis show developed because I
commute down from St. Louis three to
four times a week, round trip for classes,
then in the middle of my program I got
pregnant,” Frohling said.
The pregnancy was a surprise to
her, but she regarded it as a wonderful
experience, she said.
“My husband and I had a little extra
battle there, so that’s where my whole
show came from,” she said. “And
putting on a thesis show has been an
uphill climb, though I feel like this last
week has been a sprint.”
Frohling said for one week prior
to her initial reception for the show
on March 21, she spent hours at the
museum setting up. Having spent
more than $4,000 since the project’s
inception, Frohling put photographic
pieces together and installed them into
place before she would then make her
two-hour drive back to St. Louis. She
would wake the following morning at
6 a.m. and make the trip back down to
Carbondale. Although she’s finishing
her degree, she also teaches several
photography classes.
“It’s been really difficult and hard
on me this week. I’ve been working on
this show though for over a year now,
taking the photos and working on the

Krista Rose Frohling, a graduate student in mass communication and
“Transitions,” Friday at the University Museum. “Transitions” documents t
commutes from St. Louis to Carbondale. The thesis project features 250 c
as well as installation art. “Transitions” will run until Saturday.
concept,” she said.
One of her exhibit pieces is a
projection displaying her journey
down Illinois Route 3. Outside of
the screen are two rocking chairs,
placed on either side, littered with

milk bags she saved from her child’s
nursing in the time she was away.
“That’s kind of symbolic of this
‘absent mother’ with the empty
rocking chair and all of these bags,”
she said. “They are almost very literal
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ransitions on display
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d media arts from St. Louis, explains a piece from her thesis project,
the last three years of her goal to complete her MFA degree, including her
canvas prints and more than 40 digital inkjet prints of still photography,
symbols of time that I’ve been away
from her so that I could finish my MFA
(Masters of Fine Arts).”
Frohling said the journey has
been isolating.
“It was stormy and I was exhausted,”
she said. “There’s really no better way to
represent how I was feeling except for
that video.”
Frohling also displays a collage of
iPhone photographs, pieces of narration
on her art-related thought processes

‘‘

during her pregnancy.
“I didn’t stop to take a single one of
those photographs,” she said. “That’s
kind of how I felt, it’s supposed to be
very impulsive and present landscapes
of emotion, so I wanted it to be
spontaneous and very quick.”
While iPhones aren’t the most
luxurious cameras available, they
worked well for the purpose of the
Route 3 project, she said.
“All the other photographs are on

T

hat’s kind of how I felt, it’s supposed to be very
impulsive and present landscapes of emotion, so
I wanted it to be spontaneous and very quick.

— Krista Frohling , MFA graduate student

my DSLR (digital single-lens reflex
camera), of course, but think of it like
a gut response to what you’re seeing,”
she said. “You want to capture the
emotion of that moment and it takes
time to dig your DSLR out and set
your exposure.”
Frohling said even though Hello
Pics sponsored her artwork to print all
of the photographs for her landscape
collages, she still had to spend a great
deal of money and effort to ensure the
project’s success.
“At the end, I was cutting out my
prints going, ‘Oh please, don’t screw up
little exacto knife,’” she said.
The exhibit’s final piece features selfprofile photographs that focuses on the
stages of Frohling’s pregnancy. Each
shows her belly size and a distinguished
facial expression meant to evoke a
different emotion in the viewer.
Several students attended the March
21 reception to view Frohling’s work.
Rebeca Trindade, a senior from Brazil
studying architecture, said it was
exciting to see work from an artist she’s
actually met.
“(Frohling is) the first photographer
I’ve known in person,” Trindade said,
“and seeing her photos I think she’s
really good, and it’s different and
totally new.”
Sara Cole, a senior from Brighton
studying linguistics and anthropology,
recognized important themes about
gender in the work.
“(Frohling) portrays how our
culture tries to make you feel about
motherhood,” she said. “As if it’s all
happy times, when it’s really not, that
takes a toll on women in our society.
There’s definitely a struggle between
being a mother and the modern day,
independent, successful woman.”
After graduation, Frohling plans to
host her art at venues in the St. Louis area.
“The last thing I want to do is have
to go store all of this in my basement,”
Frohling said, “I would be pretty upset.”
Frohling’s exhibit finishes Saturday,
so the opportunity to see her artwork is
limited, but should not be missed.
Jake Saunders can be reached at
jsaunders@dailyegyptian.com, on Twitter
@saundersfj or by phone at 536-3311
ext. 254.
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Country music’s Man in Black will never Cash in
KYLE SUTTON
Daily Egyptian
The country music world lost one
of its most beloved sons in 2003.
Johnny Cash left an everlasting
impression on how stories are told
through music.
Fans of the man in black’s work
now have an opportunity to hear
untold stories through his new
album “Out Among the Stars,”
which released Tuesday.
The album is a collection of studio
recordings Cash made with producer
Billy Sherrill in Nashville, Tenn. Cash’s
son, John Carter Cash, discovered the
lost ‘80s recordings. He stumbled on
the songs in Hendersonville, Tenn.,

and began working on restoring them
at the Cash Cabin Studios.
The 12 track album is a timeless
representation of the man in black’s
decades of work. It bridges the gap
between his early work with Sun
Records and his later collections with
American Recordings.
The album begins with “Out
Among the Stars,” the title track.
Cash’s distinctive baritone voice
comes to the foreground as he
speaks of hardship and troubles,
explaining how we all have
demons in our lives, so we must be
considerate of others’ struggles.
The album picks up the pace with
no hesitation on the second song,
“Baby Ride Easy.” A collaboration

with his wife June Carter Cash, the
song begins with the classic country
rhythm of fast-paced bass and snare
as Cash strums his guitar. The couple’s
energy lifts the song up as their passion
and love for music and one another
become apparent.
The next two songs, “She Used to
Love Me a Lot” and “After All,” work
together to produce a perfect transition
between the faster and slower paces
of the collaborations. The songs
slow down the flow of the tracks, as
both focus on the tone of voice Cash
produces. His unique blend of lyricism
and vocal strength makes these songs
the album’s most inspiring pieces.
Cash also performs a cover of Hank
Snow’s old country classic “I’m Movin’

On” in collaboration with country
music legend Waylon Jennings. It’s
apparent the two enjoyed creating this
track because of their uplifting spirit
and energy throughout.
One of Cash’s greatest qualities
through the years was his way of using
humor to produce classic songs. “If I
Told You Who It Was” is one of those
humorous songs. With funny lyrics
and an upbeat personality, Cash tells
a story of meeting a famous musician
and creating a short-lived relationship.
He continues this humorous
composition later in the album on “I
Drove Her Out of My Mind.”
Cash speaks of morals on two of
the album’s more country influenced
songs. “Call Your Mother” is a cheerful

song describing the importance
of respecting one’s parents, while
“Tennessee” speaks of staying true to
one’s homeland as he tells a story of his
love for the state he resided in for more
than 30 years.
The album ends on an inspirational
track. “I Came to Believe” tells the
story of Cash moving from a man
struggling with addiction and pain to
a man of faith.
The lost tracks show that while
music has lost one of the best artists of
the last century, his music will forever
live on through others.
“Out Among the Stars” is
available for purchase through
iTunes. The album can also be
streamed through Spotify.

Disney’s purchase of Maker a boon for LA startups
RYAN NAKASHIMA
Associated Press
LO S A N G E L E S — Disney’s
$500 million purchase of YouTube
video producer Maker Studios
is a sign that the entertainment
industry’s content and technology
startups are coming of age and
proving to be as valuable to
Hollywood as app makers are to
the giants of Silicon Valley.
The deal announced Monday also
signals Hollywood’s new openness
to
technological
innovation,
acknowledging media giants don’t

have all the answers. The acquisition
comes a month after The Walt Disney
Co. launched a technology startup
incubator called Disney Accelerator,
which promises to seed 10 companies
with $120,000 each to develop
ideas that’ll have a big impact on
entertainment and technology.
Disney’s purchase price — which
could hit $950 million if Maker
hits performance targets — also
validates the increasing value of
so-called “multichannel networks.”
Those are the mini media empires
which provide funding and support
to video creators while taking a cut

of ad revenue generated from views
on YouTube.
When people subscribe to these
channels, they’re notified when
new videos are available. This helps
networks generate regular views on
multiple devices, and enables them to
deliver video ads on a massive scale.
Only a handful of such
networks have reached the size of
Maker, which went from startup
status in 2009 to a network with
55,000 channels that generate 5.5
billion views a month, the vast
majority from people aged 1334. Other big network players

include Machinima, Big Frame
and Fullscreen, all based in the
Los Angeles area because of its
ready supply of actors, directors,
camera people and editors who
are otherwise struggling to make
it onto a big-budget Hollywood
movie or TV show.
“I think the big media companies
just have a hard time being nimble on
their own,” says Gerry Laybourne,
chairman of Defy Media, operator
of YouTube channels including
Smosh and Shut Up! Cartoons.
“They can’t take the time to find a
Smosh. It’s too hard. They can’t take

the risk of trying to figure out all
the angles. They have to rely on the
garages for innovation,” she says.
Dana Loberg, cofounder of San
Francisco-based digital marketing
company MovieLaLa, says the
Maker deal provides encouragement
to entrepreneurs like herself who are
looking to the studios for business
and investment.
“To have a buyer in Los Angeles
like a studio that can make these big
purchases is really big and good for the
ecosystem of L.A.,” she says. “I’m super
happy to see studios are acquiring and
paying attention to the digital space.”
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THE Daily Commuter Puzzle

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

03/26/14

Tuesday’s
Puzzle Solved
Thursday’s Puzzle Solved
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
25
26
27
28
29
32
34
35
36
38
40
43

Intertwine
Hopelessness
Window cover
Yarn
Lawn tree
__ up; blows it
Like a harsh
grating voice
Berate
Made of a
cereal grain
Bleacher levels
De Mille or
Moorehead
Ashen-faced
Thin coins
Garr or Hatcher
Like a go-getter
Hardy cabbage
Steve or Gracie
Baseball great
Hank __
Artist Salvador
Way out
Perishes
Satirizes
Department
store chain
Lion’s den

Monday’s Puzzle Solved

Unscramble
these
Jumbles,
Unscramble
these
fourfour
Jumbles,
to each
square,
one one
letterletter
to each
square,
to form
ordinary
words.
to form
fourfour
ordinary
words.

SUGES

UNPRE
SUGES

©2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

©2011
Tribune
Media
Services,
©2012
Tribune
Media
Services,
Inc. Inc.
RNWOC
All
Rights
Reserved.
All Rights
Reserved.

LSLEP
RNWOC
(c) 2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

45 Betray, as
one’s lover
48 Gambling place
50 Entertained
51 Higher berth
52 Treasure __;
valuable cache
53 Greased
54 Italian autos

03/25/14

56 TV’s “Let’s
Make a __”
57 Pealed
58 First, second,
third or home
59 Mark left after a
wound heals
62 Moisture on the
morning grass

ALFNEL

FGINIX
ALFNEL

DUILIQ

GAAUIN
DUILIQ

Now arrange the circled letters

arrange
circled
letters as
toarrange
form
the
surprise
answer,
NowNow
the the
circled
letters
to
form
surprise
answer,
as
to form
the the
surprise
answer,
ascartoon.
suggested
by the
above
suggested
by
the
above
cartoon.
suggested by the above cartoon.

Print
answer here:
A: AAnswer:
Print
answer here:

Pick up the Daily Egyptian each day
to test your crossword skills

Com
so e
colu
3-by
(in b
cont
digit
For
how
Sud

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
www
THAT
SCRAMBLED
WORD
GAME
THAT
SCRAMBLED
WORD
GAME
one letter to each square,
©Knurek
2014 The Mepham Group. Distributed
by
David
L.
Hoyt
and
Jeff
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Tribune Content Agency. All rights reser
to form four ordinary words.
Sign Up forFind
the IAFLOFCI
(OFFICIAL)
Jumble Facebook fan club
us on Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/jumble

DOWN
1 Bedtime for
some
2 Burden
3 Powder

Complete the grid so each
row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders)
contain every digit, 1 to
9. For strategies on how
to SOLUTION
solve Sudoku,
visit
TO TUESDAY’S PUZZLE
w w w. s u d o ku . o rg. u k .

Find us on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/jumble

ACROSS
1 Famous
6 Flower stalk
10 Edinburgh
resident
14 Foolish
15 Healthy
16 Bangkok native
17 Cancels
18 Charitable
contribution
19 Ceremony
20 Wild adventure
22 Web spinner
24 Hamster’s
home
25 Numbs
26 Give shelter to
29 Grocery store
lane
30 Gabor of
“Green Acres”
31 Kingdom
33 Concluded
37 Small brook
39 __ tax; buyer’s
surcharge
41 Hailed vehicle
42 Just right
44 Adjust a clock
46 Fib
47 City in central
Georgia
49 Looks for
51 Unrealistically
perfect
54 __ time to time;
occasionally
55 Assistants to
abbots
56 Arouses from
sleep
60 “Sport of Kings”
61 Creative notion
63 Sir __ Newton
64 __ though;
albeit
65 Orderly
66 High-IQ group
67 Maroon & ruby
68 Hooting birds
69 Lawn tool

Tuesday’s Answers:
by Jacqueline E. Mathews

(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
Monday)
(Answers
tomorrow)
CLOTH
PLUME
GASKET
THRASH
Jumbles:
Jumbles:
RELIC
HYENA
MUTATE
BIGGER
Jumbles:
RELIC
HYENA
MUTATE
BIGGER
Tuesday’s
Yesterday’s
Saturday’s
Saturday’s
The
fight
between
the traffic
beer drinkers
was
Answer:
He
was
able
to
start
his
signal
business
after
Answer:
He
was
able
to
start
his
traffic
signal
business
after
Answer:
Answers:
going
togave
lead
to
—
MUG
SHOTS
his his
banker
gave
him this
—this
THE
LIGHT LIGHT
banker
him
—GREEN
THE GREEN

Aries — Today is a 6 — Use
your wits to gain a prize. Clever
communications go far. Get friends
to help. Support comes from your
partner. Study the inner mechanisms.
Confirm insights with facts.

Cancer — Today is a 6 — Two of
you see the path you want to follow.
Share in the envisioning the future.
A technical breakthrough lights the
road. Go back to a place you liked.
Good news comes from afar.

Libra — Today is a 6 — Aim
for innovation, in your creative
approach. This invention takes work
and money. Ask for more and get a
bright response. Update technology
and use what you learned.

Capricorn — Today is an 8 — Get
help building your dream. Confer
with your team, and share facts.
Curiosity brings answers. Keep
asking questions. Use what you
learn. Discover a fringe benefit.

Taurus — Today is a 6 — Use
brains over brawn. Protect your
reputation. Others are impressed.
Your wit and creativity earns you
fans. Collaboration builds skills. You
learn truth; friends provide answers.

Leo — Today is a 7 — Someone’s
feeling generous. Good news arrives
from far away. You’re in the spotlight.
You can shop without touching
savings. Pay back a favor. Work out
confusion and make a correction.

Scorpio — Today is a 7 — A new
understanding arises at home. You
can find what you’re looking for.
Check your local outlet. Let people
know what you need. Your lover
believes in you; love finds a way.

Aquarius — Today is an 8 —
Let your partner do teh talking.
Help with the script, maybe. Keep it
practical. Check out your ideas with
friends before a big push. Discuss
the minutia. Define your focus.

Gemini — Today is a 7 — An
adventure has caught your fantasy.
Make optimistic plans. Keep track
of your earnings. You understand
your elders better. Others admire
your work. You suprise everyone.

Virgo — Today is a 5 — Let your
imagination wander freely. You can
solve the puzzle. Do what it takes.
Share the load with partners who
have the necessary expertise. Check
out an interesting suggestion.

Sagittarius—Todayisa 6 — Accept
encouragement on your latest
adventure. Make repairs and keep
gears in working order. Update
technology. Friends offer advice.
Write down ideas promptly.

Pisces — Today is a 7 — Make a
shrewd move. Keep an important
appointment. You’re very creative
now. Follow your heart. Plan ahead.
It all sems clear, seen with new eyes.
You understand part of a mystery.
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Mid-season review: Men’s tennis
TONY MCDANIEL
Daily Egyptian
Saluki tennis is on a roll and will look to keep
rolling into conference play and the Missouri
Valley Conference tournament.
The Salukis’ spring record currently stands at
7-5, but the team has won seven of its last eight
matches dating back to Feb. 1. A large part of
the Salukis’ success has come from the team’s
three freshmen, Jeremy Dixon, Filip Aleksic
and Michal Kianicka, who are a combined
16-8 in the spring season.
Coach Dann Nelson said the production
from the three freshmen comes at little surprise.
“Mike and Filip were among the 14th
ranked mid-major recruiting class from
tennisrecruiting.net so we expected some
big things out of them,” Nelson said.
“When Jeremy joined, us I didn’t know
what to think, but he has already secured a
spot at three doubles, so all three of them
are contributing.”
Kianicka is not only contributing, but also
leading with his play on the court. Kianicka
is the No. 2 singles player on the team, and his
8-3 record is second best on the team behind
Sophomore Jonny Rigby who is 9-2.
Kianicka said despite his stellar play, he still
has plenty he wants to improve.
“I want to keep a higher standard to hold
a match. Sometimes I lost impatiently one
or two games against opponents I shouldn’t
[have lost to],” he said. “I’m working on it and
hopefully by conference play I will be ready.”
Another area where the Salukis have been
impressive has been their work in doubles action
this season. The Dawgs have gotten strong
performances from their top two duos this
season. Nelson said it is important for a team’s
confidence to win the doubles point.

“The way we look at it is ‘lets get that doubles
point and then get up big in our first set in
singles,’ he said. “It really helps us… We really
feed off of winning the doubles point.”
The team of juniors Jorge Cavero and
Szymon Opieczonek has been particularly
impressive this season.
Cavero and Opieczonek have been
dominant in doubles play this season.
Their record currently stands at 8-3 and
they’ve won eight of their last nine matches.
Opieczonek said he and Cavero have strong

LEWIS MARIEN · DAILY EGYPTIAN

Sophomore tennis player Jonny Rigby returns a hit during his doubles match against Vincennes University at University Courts
in Carbondale. Rigby and doubles partner Michal Kianicka defeated Vincennes University sophomores Warren Kuhn and Garrett
Mandrell 8-2. The Salukis will travel Friday to Murfreesboro, Tenn., for the Middle Tennessee State University Shootout.

chemistry as a pair.
“As soon as I started playing with Jorge,
I felt like I need to be playing with him,”
Opieczonek said. “I understand him. I don’t
even have to talk to him, we already know what
we’re going to do for the next point. We don’t
really waste much time talking to each other.
We understand each other pretty well.”
Nelson said Opieczonek is in a group which
contains his most improved players this season.
“Szymon is right up there. Filip [Aleksic]
has improved based on his performance in the
fall to what he’s done this semester, and I don’t
know how you leave out Jonny Rigby who is
9-2 this semester,” Nelson said. “Everybody is

improving so I’m very happy with that.”
The Salukis are coming to the end of their
season, but now begin their toughest stretch of
games yet.
This weekend, SIU will travel to Middle
Tennessee State University for a three-day
tournament, followed by five matches against
tough MVC opponents such as Drake
University, and defending champions Wichita
State University.
Nelson said it is hard to judge how well his team
will handle the upcoming conference schedule.
“The thing we have to do is take our young
group in to the conference season,” Nelson
said. “These guys haven’t been there yet, the

upperclassmen can tell them what it’s like and
that these are big matches, things like that, but
they wont know until they experience it for
themselves the first time.”
Nelson said it would be a challenge for his
team to be crowned conference champions.
“To be honest, it might be pretty tough for
us to win the MVC tournament, but let’s see
how we do in the regular season,” Nelson said.
“The good thing about the tournament is if you
get hot, maybe you can make a run.”
Tony McDaniel can be reached at tmcdaniel@
dailyegyptian.com, @tonymcdanielDE or at
536-3311 ext. 282

Cold conditions freeze Dawgs’ clubs
TYLER DAVIS
Daily Egyptian
The thermometer was not the
only cold object on the course at the
First Tee Classic in Little Rock, Ark.,
Monday and Tuesday. The Salukis’
golf game was pretty cold too.
In the event, hosted by the
University of Little Rock-Arkansas,
SIU managed a last place finish in
the field of 14 teams. The team never
seemed to get it going at Chenal
Country Club as temperatures
threatened to dip into the 30s and
wind swirled.
The Salukis were not the only team
that struggled with the weather. In the
final round, not one team shot below
300 and individual scores skyrocketed.
SIU Coach Leroy Newton said
conditions were much tougher on
Tuesday compared to Monday.
“One of the kids who was winning
the tournament yesterday (McNeese
State’s Geoff Fry), shot an 85 today
after shooting a 69,” Newton said
in a Saluki Athletics press release.

‘‘I

think we can turn it around. We’ll have to get
our practice in this week but I think we’ll be
okay when we get to conference.

“That’s how much harder it was
playing today.”
SIU entered Tuesday’s third round
in 12th place. The team shot a 618
through the first two rounds, good
enough for a 42 over par. On Tuesday
the team continued to struggle and
ended the tournament at 78 over par.
The University of Louisiana
Monroe won the tournament
shooting 25-over as a team.
Sophomore Drew Novara’s first
round score of 75 was the lowest
for the Salukis, and on Tuesday
not one SIU golfer shot below 80.
He said the tournament started
promising, but a poor approach to
some of his shots was his downfall.
“I was okay then I got a little

— Harms
Captain on the team

too cautious,” he said. “Got a little
nervous and just tried to guide
the shot instead of just hitting
it, which got me in trouble more
than anything.”
Novara ended the two-day
tournament tied for 36th, shooting
232. Junior Steve Souchek finished
just four strokes behind Novara and
tied for 51st. Junior Wade Thompson
shot a 237 and tied for 53rd.
Senior Caleb Harms tied for
61st with a score of 239 and senior
George Tate rounded out the club
with a 254, and came in 73rd.
One reason for the high scores
could be the team’s lack of practice
time prior to, and throughout, the
season. Ice and snow kept the team

from practicing before its first match
and a congested schedule forced
the team to go without practice
or qualifying for the Samford
Intercollegiate, its second event.
Newton said the minimal practice
time the team has had could be
catching up to them.
“I think it is (affecting the players),”
he said. “They haven’t hit enough
balls other than in tournaments and
you don’t try to do anything but play
well in tournaments.”
Newton said the team likes to
practice one aspect of the game at
a time and tournaments are too
important to worry about anything
but a good score. Novara said the
lack of practice is a negative factor
but the team should be able to
overcome it.
“It would have been nice to get out
and practice when we had snow on
the ground but I think at this point
of the year most of the rust needs to
be off,” Novara said. “We just got to
keep working hard, getting ready for
conference and keep getting better.”

After starting the season with
a third place finish, the team
have played poorly in two of the
last three tournaments. At the
Samford, they finished second to
last, and then ended a tournament
in Tennessee in fifth before this
week’s last place finish.
However, the teams are not worried
about their play just yet. Harms, a
captain on the team, said they just
need a few days on the driving range.
“I think we can turn it around,” he
said. “We’ll have to get our practice
in this week but I think we’ll be okay
when we get to conference.”
The teams have a few weeks off
before they tee off in Jonesboro,
Ark., at the Arkansas State Red
Wolves Intercollegiate. SIU has
just two more tournaments before
the conference tournament on
April 28.
Tyler Davis can be reached at tdavis@
dailyegyptian.com, on Twitter at
TDavis_DE, or at 539-3311 ext. 269.
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Saluki basketball gets final standing ovation
TYLER DIXON
Daily Egyptian

For the final time this season,
fans were able to admire and
show their appreciation for the
SIU men’s basketball team as
more than 300 fans gathered in
SIU Arena.
The voice of the Salukis, Mike
Reis, was the moderator for the
2013-2014 men’s basketball
postseason celebration. Along
with words from Reis, Director
of Athletics Mario Moccia,
Chancellor Rita Cheng and Coach
Barry Hinson spoke.
Reis said generations of Saluki
fans have come and gone since
the last signs of success from the
basketball team. He said there was
a buzz around campus that has
been gone a while, but current
fans will have something to talk
about in the future.
“You got to experience how
things were rather than hear about
how things were,” Reis said.
Every player was presented with
a plaque along with the managers
and special recognition was given
to the four seniors who sat in the
front row.
Fans were also able to get
autographs from the entire

team as well as Hinson. Fans of
all ages gathered around their
favorite players and were able to
bond with them in a different
way than watching them on the
basketball court. Some fans even
discussed March Madness picks
with the Salukis.
Sophomore guard Anthony
Beane was the first player to
sign for fans as they lined up on
the court. Beane said this was a
different atmosphere than how he
usually sees fans.
“With them showing up, you
usually can’t find them in the
crowd, cause we’re so focused
into the game,” Beane said. “But
being able to see them come
support us, just being able to see
their faces and meet all of them
is a good feeling.”
The Salukis will lose four key
players from this season’s roster
in Desmar Jackson, Davante
Drinkard, Bronson Verhines
and Colby Long, but Hinson
said the team is headed in the
right direction.
“We will be the youngest in the
Valley if not the youngest in the
country,” Hinson said. “70 percent
of our squad will most likely be
freshmen and sophomores.”
The Salukis have signed four

players for next season but Hinson
said he could not talk about a
potential fifth player. Guards Chaz
Glotta and Jordan Caroline along
with forwards Armon Fletcher
and Deion Lavender will wear the
maroon and white next season.
Hinson said many athletic
programs at other universities
do not get the support from
administration SIU does. He said
athletic directors, chancellors and
presidents at other universities,
do not do half as much as they
do at SIU.
“They go far and beyond what
their call of duty is and they are
absolutely an integral part of every
bit of the success that we have, will
have and are going to have in the
future of this athletic program,”
Hinson said.
Hinson said only positive
comments about SIU would be
accepted in the future.
“When it comes to this program
and this university, anything that
comes out of your mouth that is
less than positive is 100 percent
unacceptable,” he said. “Go Dawgs.”
Tyler Dixon can be reached at
tdixon@dailyegyptian.com, @
tdixon_de on Twitter or
536-3311 ext. 256.
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Senior Davante Drinkard shakes hands with senior Colby Long as coach
Barry Hinson thanks Long for his future military service Tuesday during
the 2013-2014 Men’s Basketball Postseason Celebration at SIU Arena.
Long, who graduates in May, will be a first lieutenant in the army. Hinson,
Athletic Director Mario Moccia and Chancellor Rita Cheng all spoke
during the event that celebrated the team’s accomplishments on and off
the court this season.

